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Abstract: The paper illustrates the possible problematic scenarios in multi-agent system and proposes a solution. The aim is to develop and illustrate a solution that can be applicable to an environment that has multiple agents in grid domain and can deal with scenarios like deadlock and collision. The developed solution has been tested on a simulated environment having a grid structure and having Agents and Obstacles, which draws an analogy with a “store-floor” like scenario in a shopping mall where Obstacles can be compared with shops, counters and Agents as moving robots.
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1. Introduction

A multi-agent system is a loosely coupled network of problem-solver entities that work together to find answers to problems that are beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each entity [1]. An Agent is the basic and fundamental unit of an agent system, situated in an environment, which is capable of flexible autonomous action in order to achieve its goals [2]. Multi-Agent systems have become prominent and may become milestones for the future as they have multiple areas of application like designing of transport system [3], e-commerce [4], artificial intelligence, complex game development, network management etc. The area has been touted well in [5] and is described in a much precise manner in [6], although still a unanimous definition and description is not available.

Cooperation refers to distributed and communicated group of agents that share a common interest and work together to achieve a common goal in dynamic environment [7], [8]. In multi-agent systems, while working for shared common interest, sometimes situations come that have to be tackled precisely. On the other hand, non-cooperation may provide faster operations as it does not have to store or retrieve any information related to any other similar entity.

2. Related work

Some previous work that has been accomplished for multi-agent system in grid world is reported in this section. A Multi-Agent System for Solving Packet World Problem in Grid was proposed by [9] which use cooperative agents. The objective of this research is to clean the environment of packets in minimum number of steps and minimum time cost and less network consumption. The environment of packet world problem consists of three main components: packets, agents and basket. The global goal is to clean the environment from packets; main task of agent here is to pick up a packet, bring it to basket and drop it down. Each packet requires single agent to clean it.

The research carried out by [10], proposes a continual planning technique. The importance of communication for MAS was shown by [11]. In [11] there are Agents that are intended to move from an initial position to a target position. In the same, it has been shown that communication has a significant beneficial impact on Multi-Agent System. It has been shown in [12] that coordination and criteria for choosing coordination are essential and pave a way for cushy proceeding. In the same, an overview of coordination techniques is discussed.

3. Scenarios taken into consideration

If there are multiple entities working together in a situated environment, then conditions like deadlock and collision arise. Another condition, where overlapping of allotted resources may also have to be taken into consideration, may arise. These can be seen as

3.1. Deadlock situation

A situation or condition when no decision can take place and no progress is done at all. For grid domain if an agent tries to acquire a cell which is not available; or tries to go in a direction where there is no place available to move, then deadlock occurs. A cell being not available has the meaning that the cell is out of bounds i.e. out of the defined range. Such a situation can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Deadlock](image-url)
3.2. Collision situation

A situation when two or more agents try to occupy the same position at the same time. If this conflict is not handled in time then it may lead to deadlock also since no progress can be made. In grid world this is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Collision]

Here both the agents try to occupy the same cell at the same time causing collision. An agent trying to move into a cell occupied by an obstacle can also be called collision.

3.3. Field allotment

Suppose an agent has a capacity of covering a 3*3 unit grid space. If two agents are placed like A & B are in figure 3, then they are covering 15 units grid space resulting in a potential loss of 3 units, but if both Agents are placed as C and D are, then they cover 18 units. The field allotment is shown below in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Field Allotment]

The overlapping of allotted area results in a lack of efficient usage of resources.

Focus on the above three scenarios is important. For example, these scenarios arise in the case of Robots in real world. In the real world conditions may arise in which they may come in each-others way. A Robot having a capability of searching an area of 3X3 grid like a bomb detector agent or a mopping agent(of the same capacity), has to deal with another robot in field allotment for its effective utilization. On the other hand, Collision is natural as there may be other Obstacles also on the field. Deadlock may arise on the real world field as when a Robot chooses a path which leads it into a dead end.

4. Grid World domain and pre-conditions

The grid world is made of rows and columns. Here a grid of size 10X10 cells is used. The cells that are dark in color are considered as obstacles. Here two types of agents are used:

1. Transport Agents - Indicated by AT and BT.

2. Cleaning Agents - Indicated by AC and BC.

The primary purpose of using the Transport Agents is to show deadlock and collision, while the primary purpose of using the Cleaning Agents is to show field allotment.

The cleaning agents have their own space of 3X3 grid cells each. They can be seen as robots that can mop an area of 3X3 grid cell space at a time. There are some other considerations such as:

i. A cell can have only one entity, either an agent or an obstacle at a time.

ii. A Transport Agent can be in the cells owned by a Cleaning Agent, but another Cleaning Agent cannot come inside the cells owned by a Cleaning Agent i.e. no overlapping of owned areas.

iii. An agent can have only local information i.e. the information of the eight cells surrounding it.

iv. For acting in grid world domain an agent can move in eight surrounding directions like NORTH, EAST, SOUTH, WEST, NORTHEAST, NORTHWEST, SOUTHEAST and SOUTHWEST.

v. The direction consideration is taken as compass directions. On deciding to act to move in the SOUTH direction, the agent moves one cell down. Other directions work in a similar fashion. With these all an agent is instructed to take a step.

vi. An Agent’s steps are contiguous to show the occurrence of deadlock, collision and field allotment; and are not intended to reach a given target position.

5. An approach towards the grid world domain

The Agents and the Obstacles are put in the situated environment. For this, they are using an Actor module to interface with the Grid module. The notion of interface is influenced by [9], [13]. The abstract of the overall system is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Abstract of Overall System Simulation]
5.2. Actor Module

Both kinds of agents are cumulatively referred to as Actors. It provides an interface with the grid world. The agents of both kinds i.e. Agents (moving) and Obstacles (stand-still) are put in the situated grid world via this module.

5.3. GRID Module

Situated grid world system is created with this module. The grid world contains cells in grid architecture in which actors are to be placed.

5.4. Pilot Module

This module simulates the overall system and demonstrates the intended movements and actions of agents in grid world.

A flow chart of the non-cooperative algorithm used can be seen in Figure 5, if the Agent gets the cell valid i.e empty and bounded then it would take an action. If the next cell to the Agents current position is not valid, the Agent would make a decision for further action.

To do this, a situated grid world with actors is used i.e. Agents and Obstacles with their predefined characteristics. All the experiments are performed on a system with a 1.75 GHz Intel Premium processor with 1 GB of RAM and Window XP (SP-3) installed.

The grid cells are counted 1 to 10 from left to right for rows and 1 to 10 from top to down for columns, defining a grid of 10x10. The multi-agent system for the grid world is developed through JAVA programming language with some user defined and some standard methods provided by JAVA library itself. Greedy Approach is used in some cases like for decision making actions that are to be taken at collision or deadlock conditions.

The simulation environment is shown in Figure 5, where;

i. AT, BT, AC, BC are moving Agents and,
ii. Black cells are stand-still Obstacles.

Going with the jargon of Multi-Agent System, both Agents and Obstacles are also agents, but with different properties.

6. Simulation work and output

The aim of the experiment is to demonstrate the possible problematic scenarios in grid world and to show a model to handle them. Here the approach is contiguous in steps that show the Agents’ movements to deal with the proposed scenarios; they do not have to reach a given location.

The simulation environment is shown in Figure 6, where;

i. AT, BT, AC, BC are moving Agents and,
ii. Black cells are stand-still Obstacles.

Going with the jargon of Multi-Agent System, both Agents and Obstacles are also agents, but with different properties.

Now to avoid or to escape from such situations the agents take an action accordingly. AC and AT in Figure 7 move themselves in North-East direction.

Agent AT got a proper cell to move and it moved ahead while Agent AC is on the way to find the solution for getting rid of the situation. Figure 8 shows this.
The Agent got the appropriate cell to move on and finally got out of the stuck situation. Here the Agents are moving onto the next valid cell and not proceeding towards any particular target position.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

The scenarios like deadlock, collision and field allotment are shown here. The experiment shows that with contiguous decision making actions using pre-information about the state of objects in grid world, such scenarios can be handled in a cushy way just like in the stuck situation, the Agents moved in a decision based direction to get rid of the situation. Simulation work is done for deadlock and collision scenario. In future the same grid world for different sized and shaped obstacles with more agents would like to be studied. And the considered scenario of field allotment shown in Figure 3 above would be simulated. The solution approach can be applied with some enhancement on other areas such as computer networks to show the same scenarios i.e. deadlock, collision and field allotment (resource allotment) according to the requirement.
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